Translation Agency Flarus, Moscow
Flarus Translation Agency offers services of professional linguists ‐ translators,
interpreters and editors of all major European and Asian languages.
The main priorities of the Flarus Translation Agency are effective work with clients
and particular specialization. We have learnt that such work enables us to improve
quality and to cut the cost of translation. Each day we process a substantial volume
of translation work. It allows us to attract professional translators interested in
steady employment, and on the other hand ‐ serious lients, interested in a reliable
contractor.

Professional translation
Flarus Translation Agency, a Russian company offers a wide range of
translation services as follows: written translations from most of the
world languages, translation examination, text correction and editing,
made‐up text proofreading, other additional services.

How much does it cost to translate my document?
The main advantage of Flarus Translation Agency lies in a good combination of low
prices and high quality. We appreciate our work but nevertheless strive to gain
profit owing not to high surplus but due to quick and accurate performance of many
orders. This makes possible our small team due to a special job engineering – a real
“know‐how” of our Company. In this way our clients get best service without
overpaying.
You can get a free quote of the cost and time of your translation
before you make a decision to place an order with us. Just send the
text for translation to our manager, we will review and assess it, and
provice the quote for your consideration. We will not start translating
until we receive your confirmation.

Specialization
For several years we have been conquering market by working over translations for

clients from different activity areas, including business‐, production‐, science‐,
medicine‐, literature‐related ones. By now "Flarus" Translation Agency has
succeeded in building a strong team of experienced translators and editors able to
work over translations related to almost every subject area.
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Technical translation
Information technologies
Electrical engineering
Geology and mining industry
Oil and oil processing industry
Logistics and transportation
Machine building industry
Metallurgy and metal working industry
Light industry and textile industry
Physics
Mathematics
Chemistry and chemical industry
Translation of advertising and marketing texts
Translations for food industry
Translations for construction industry and real estate
Agriculture
Legal translation
Finance
Medical translation
Literary translation
History and geography
Philosophy and psychology
Poetry

Translation of technical documents is the key specialization of our translation
agency. We will help to translate your scientific or technical document efficiently
and in due time.

Our translators
Russia has been always famous for having talented translators. It is widely known
that in many cases books of foreign poets and writers after being translated
compared favourably with originals owing to taste and talent of those who had
translated them. We can’t promise that our translation will be better than originals.
We can guarantee that we will execute it properly and in due time!

We work only with the best translators
For several years we have been conquering market by working over translations for
clients from different activity areas, including business‐, production‐, science‐,
medicine‐, literature‐related ones. By now "Flarus" Translation Agency has
succeeded in building a strong team of experienced translators and editors able to
work over translations related to almost every subject area. Each day we process a
substantial volume of translation work. It allows us to attract professional

translators interested in steady employment, and on the other hand ‐ serious lients,
interested in a reliable contractor.

Native speaker
Native speakers are linguists engaged in translation of texts into their native
languages and constantly immersed in the language environment. A native speaker
is indispensable in translating texts addressed to foreign audiences. Only a native
speaker is capable of achieving perfect stylistic correctness of the text. "Flarus"
Translation Agency is happy to offer you services of such specialists.

Stylistic editing of the text
Stylistic editing of the text is the adaptation and refinement of the text aimed at re‐
dressing its stylistic character and enhancing its easy‐to‐read quality. Such editing
should be performed by a native speaker of the target language.

Translation Proofreading
Our specialists can proofread a translation performed by another translator and do
the neccessary corrections. The cost of such editing/proofreading makes up 80% of
the cost of respective translation.

Reserve a translator
Clients that cooperate with us on regular basis have the opportunity to choose a
translator for a job. If you are satisfied with the quality and regular performance of a
certain specialist, we provide an oppotunity to reserve this specialist for your future
orders. This way you will be guaranteed the priority in assigning a particular
specialist to do the translation for you. If you notify us of the coming order in
advance, it will be easier for us to pre‐plan the schedule of your translator so that he
or she will be available at the time you submit the text.

Our translations portfolio
The information about our current orders is aimed for regular clients of the Agency
and reflects the current status of the orders placed, but it is still possible that this
information may help our potential clients to assess our capabilities.
Flarus Translation Agency was established in 1999. In course of its existence we
have performed 12,000 translations for over 6,000 clients and translated 17 books
ready for publication.
Working with us you will see that these are not idle words!
Please, be welcome to request the services of the "Flarus" Translation Agency ‐ we
will be happy to offer our best qualified translators and editors of all major

languages of the world, as well as all kinds of related linguistic services.
Please send your letter to our e‐mail with an attached file for translation and
indicate your contact data. After receiving your letter with an attachment our
manager will calculate a precise cost of work and will contact you within 10‐15
minutes.
Phone number: +7 495 504‐71‐35
E‐mail: info@flarus.ru
Address: Russia, Moscow, ul. Bolshaya Molchanovka, 34 bld. 2, of. 25

